Porch Poems
Jo e N a p o r a

I keep my distance as best I can
living out my time here
in Never Never Land
James McMurtry

1-1-1971 1-1-1971 1-1-1971

________________________________
On the Line in Fast Water
Happy happpy happy as if
As if As if As if As if that is
that is the New Year’s game
no pain they say no gain
AS IF. Of course one thinks of Mallarmé
the mystery
flung down
screamed
and
at the edge of the void
which is nothing more and nothing
less than the whiteness
of the paper and Snow
arrives. I mean the doctor
for that was his name. And
home birth was his fame.
Hank Williams dies after the cross
of the New River. The train blows
its lonesome whistle. The raft guide
looks to rescue someone. Something.

1-1-1971 1-1-1971 1-1-1971

_______________________________
At the edge of the uncertain
a man who sees only his daughter
following Lincoln freeing the slaves
following Ellis Island
following the Canadian Citizenship Act of 1947
following Castro’s victory march into Havana
following the indictiment of the Watergate thugs
following the enactment so many years later
of Civil Unions in New Hampshire

There is such a thing, a vague and never to be
defined thing, such as hope. As a future bright
bright light

a site

into the New Year’s
Canadian night

4-17-1961 4-17-1961 4-17-1961

________________________________
Pears & Pairs

Sitting in the newly painted porch
watching a squirrel play among
the branches of my pear trees
and two red grosbeak peck away
at the near ripe pears and the sun
well the sun it warms my face.
The birds, the squirrels
opening the skin for the bees.
I’ll not get many pears this year
from these two trees
planted twenty years ago
as my Meridel Le Sueur Memorial.
And now it’s a grackle feasting by itself.
She served me pear sauce once
in St. Paul. These trees they never
live alone. And the pair of them
in Bisbee that one summer.
Meridel and Barbara Mor.

4-17-1961 4-17-1961 4-17-1961

_______________________________
Meridel would sit with her skirt raised
to let the sun heat her legs. The warmth
of the desert moon would come
later. The two women not in this
anthology that sits next to my coffee cup
now shaded as I write: Generations
A Centenary of American Poets.
That was no grackle. It was
a long tailed brown Mocking Bird.
Not black at all. But a black winged
butterfly sits on an opened rotting
pear harassed by a wasp.
Soon the trees will be a swarm with bees.
Barbara and Meridel. And Sharon.
So many poets giving over their lives
to beauty, that fierce and thankless
struggle. I should have culled the trees.
On one branch ten ripening pears
that will not get full size. Yet
as the bees attest they are sweet
but out of reach. And yet again
I celebrate this abundance.

6-21-2015 6-21-2015 6-21-2015

________________________________
Car Tracks Through Catalpa Flowers
It’s the Summer Solstice and we stop.
As if snow on the road is possible
on the first day of Spring. Blanket
is the word. Everyone
uses it for snow and you
can use it now
for this road turned white
on this summer’s day.
You can’t avoid it.
You can’t go around.
You pass your way through.
And crushed flowers are a sign
of your passing. Your tracks.
It’s you. Drive the car.
In a short time, too short,
the flowers fade into brown and gone.

[Summer Solstice. On the border between
Sullivan Co. Tennessee and Scott Co. Virginia
on the way to the cabin.]

8-11-1916 8-11-1916 8-11-1916

_______________________________
KAW: At Home in This Wilderness

In the land of fragile hopes
and faded dreams begins
a fire to light the memory
of distant and present atrocities.
A murder of crows it is called
of these dark birds gathering
in the upmost leaves and limbs
of the Beech saved
from men whose mission
is to turn maple and oak, ash
hickory, the rare thick sassafras
poplar and cedar into timber.
And so it is. That crow as I remember
is at home. And if, then so am I.

5-21-2015 5-21-2015 5-21-2015

________________________________
The Stars We Say They Shoot

One.
After a night of meteors’ flight first
in a line east and then to west
as if flung a flaming spear from
a distant sun announcing here I am
a sufficient god for everyone.
I wonder where are the mosquitoes.
Why does that farmer’s mule
and why the cows express
their all night discontent?
Another falling rock across
the Great Bear’s seven
and the flame of utter and final
transformation. Against heaven
the haze of a distant village light
the bats sweep overhead. I thought
I must be going blind in the morning
when to celebrate I read “The Comedian
as the Letter C”. He would laugh in opposition

5-21-2015 5-21-2015 5-21-2015

_______________________________
at my modest proposition
that Charles Olson was Crispin.
Indeed. I so miss Ken Warren. And
distracted by the reflection
next to my mattress on the porch floor
this I could see was one more
the slight obstacle to seeing.
One of the glasses’ lens shining
bright. He would say “Single vision
& Newton’s sleep” and so it was
not eyesight gone bad
and Charles and Ken were present
once again. He wrote says Maud
“I don’t of course believe at all
what Stevens proposes, that the poems
of heaven and hell have been written,
and it is the poem of Earth which now
is ours to write.” Another night
and if the clouds cooperate
there will be visible again
the stars which we
and why? call shooting
which surely is a limit
to our imagination.

5-21-2015 5-21-2015 5-21-2015

________________________________
Two.
Stevens offers two august propositions
that “man is the intelligence of his soil”
and “his soil is man’s intelligence”
and I see not his distinction not
one better but both. And Crispin?
Where after all is sad and done
is as he says of him a clown
“but an aspiring one.” Is this
enough? Enough to get Charles
into the poem? Isn’t it not so much
about Gloucester? But any place?
Such as the Georgia man
“walking among pines
Should be pine spoken.”
My Charles is a crisp one.
Up right and up tight
not to learn what Williams did
and Stevens it is in his words:
“The plum survives its poem.”

5-21-2015 5-21-2015 5-21-2015

_______________________________
Three.
And so the stars turn to earth.
No angels my friend Jack Clarke
(I do like writing that)
yet we only met but once
with Ken in Buffalo. Oh. No.
I think you had misplaced
a particular concreteness. It is
this that remains: distant
memories and those projectiles
in the sky above, and this protracted
and protective verse: Ken, Jack, this
a book of collected poems
on the porch of a house half
built in Tennessee. The dolphins
breathe oil and leap no more. And so
the stars they return to earth.

9-11-1973 9-11-1973 9-11-1973

________________________________
The Singer Songwriter

I would like to believe
that we call Autumn Fall
because here it is in middle
September and the slight breeze
provokes the high and low leaves
the ash, maple, and the beech
and that young sycamore leaves
which are dry as they are clunk
to the ground and the tulip poplar
turns green to brown the leaves
they fall to the earth
which is the home of all.
It is spring time in Santiago
Richard, it is his call,
Tricky Dick smiles
and this, this Fall is a state
of mine and yours
but I doubt the name is just
and true but as the hawk
its shadow sweeps across
the grass and trees

9-11-1973 9-11-1973 9-11-1973

_______________________________
I have to ask you
but cannot. You

died as the dream
or so it seemed
the trees and leaves do fall.

We wait for spring and all
not that bullshit
about April
being the cruelest month.

5-10-1919 5-10-1919 5-10-1919

________________________________
Rocking after Heart Surgery
Five days after my son’s birthday,
and I don’t forget Karl Marx
but wrote the card that sits still
yet moves me with hope and tears.
Dew on the orchard grass and
the shine of spiders’ webs.
The plum and pear, cherry and
paw paw that strange fruit.
It’s all newly planted and
it’s all as old as yesterday’s news.
The sailors raced through Charleston
with clubs and knives. All dark
skinned peoples seek the night.
Over the hills and through
the dawn breaks. Us?
We sit at rest. The hand
made table of three-inch thick
slabs of white oak waiting
for the mist to lift
out of the valley.

7-7-1983

7-7-1983

7-7-1983

_______________________________
The Last Wave

A hand raised. V.
It will happen again. See.
The current.
Your boat.
A wave.
I shout out
at you. I
miss you.

Cortes conquers Mexico
Elvis debuts with “That’s All Right”
George Oppen dies, 1984

5-21-1969 5-21-1969 5-21-1969

________________________________
These Sparrow Variations
The Nest
A blur of red a sight
a smear of light
red cloth of the boy not blood
of the young one caught
swimming shorts
a blur of a red stain
a blur my eye held in for a moment
a blur for a moment
a red blur
the red shorts the color of
then I lost it
then I lost attention
focus clarity lines and shadow
until I saw his probing stick
until his probing stick opens
his probing stick opens and opens
opens the nest and
his probing stick opens the nest and midst
the falling grass and straw

5-21-1969 5-21-1969 5-21-69

_______________________________
I saw the dried grass fall
the falling grass and straw
three barely feathered sparrows
to the ground fall
three barely feathered sparrows fall
to the ground and the boy
to the ground and the boy leaps
leaps off the picnic table and he starts
with stick in hand
after each of the sparrows gathered
one then two gathered
two in his towel and I
with some affection
frantically searching
searching under the overhanging limbs
under the limbs of a fir tree
the tree offered a sort of shelter
oh the stupid stupid sparrows
sparrows too
too damn simple to build out
out of reach
with a simple trust
to build out of the reach
the thrust of this boy’s need

5-21-1969 5-21-1969 5-21-1969

________________________________
The Woman
A pin of light
reflected from her glasses
I see I hear
she said those people they
choose their fate
arms open to the sun
to the gun
to bombs they are a falling
and words that matter as much as flesh matters
as much as the cry of the sparrow
and a song that crowds in
crowds in upon itself and repeats and
it seems to vie for attention
listening to the medley of voices that wake me
wake me every morning
every spring and summer morning
so that I rise before the family
listen to the constant song
singing of birds I cannot identify
to write about the constant slaughter
of the people I cannot identify
of the killers who I can
for it is the slaughter
we all have bloody hands

5-21-1969 5-21-1969

5-21-69

_______________________________
as if these barely feathered sparrows
welcome in the pointed stick
and big guns from Washington
to write about the singing and
to write about the slaying
is to accept the immediate
the sound pressing upon the senses
the land is distant the land is mine
as my backyard songs combine
unto a noise the noise wakes me from a sleep
my own voice changes
changes all the others
as all the others changing me
The House
San Francisco at the dead end
of the cul de sac. A Sixties child.
The sparrows first claimed the house
then later it was the grackles marching
marching around the ledge and around
and circling the birdhouse I built

5-21-1969 5-21-1969 5-21-1969

________________________________
this house to attract the useful birds
the mosquito eating martins
they march and then they appear again
and again they enter each and every
hole of the house and in their methodical
investigation the images in me awakened
images of Roman legions
and the National Guard
each probe into the hole forces me
each probe each penetration opens my eyes
to a vision of Ronald Reagan
of El Salvador
of the colonels we held in power
of the dying of the archbishop
I project carnage onto the birds’ curiosity
it is of course not them I blame
rape and murder in the backyard
in the yard and above my garden the feathers
the grackles the iridescent black feathers catch
the sun seductive shine beak claw and blood

5-27-1951 5-27-1951 5-27-1951

_______________________________
It is Coltrane’s Song, A Love Supreme

The Redtails glide and unsilent
five Cardinals sit this Spring
in the budding pear trees
that I call Meridel’s Grove
and silent the hawks trumpet
their frustration with
an Annunciation
of sex and savagery.
The constant call rings
us round and round
but the smaller and the swifter
hear and ignore and wait
for the seed and grain
my bird lady will bring again
and again. Again.

7-23-1967 7-23-1967 7-23-1967

________________________________
Book Worm

The cold sweat
on the hot streets.
She asked if I wanted to
join her in the shower.
Instead I finished the book
I was reading whose title
I no longer remember.

1-24-2015 1-24-12015 1-24-2015

_______________________________
Water Pump
Going down and under
a crawl space with nails
threatening an unprotected head
I wonder about Pinochet and friends
in Portland where the new nazis
thrive. And here where my friend
the poet Barbara Mor dies. There
is no eternal return. I wish her pagan rituals
would conquer space. But I have no time.
Under the cottage porch that John and Tim
and Erek and I built one week of beer, water,
and sun, and those materials that joined us
the saw and hammer, the wood, nail gun.
In spite of Ted Bundy being fried & died
justice is always denied.
The carpenter bees chew
near perfect circles in posts and beams
and when I pull the pump
under the house to hook it
to the pipe, the pipe that connects
us to the water gathered in
a hand dug well, it is then

1-24-2015 1-24-12015 1-24-2015

________________________________
it is then that one solitary carpenter
bee proceeds to sting me.
Of all places it was on my ear
and I suppose it was from its need
not necessarily to hurt but something
something like a lesson
something like a revelation.
A bee not known to harm anyone
is telling me to buy a gun.
For the first time
my life is governed by a rime.
And then when I crawl out
from under let them come
those Trump supporters
white nationalists corporate
crooks and cops. I’ll have it all
and ready all of the time.
A thirty aught six, a lightweight Colt
and one more, a Glock one nine.

1-24-2015 1-24-12015 1-24-2015

_______________________________

5-27-1647 5-27-1647 5-27-1647

________________________________
A Broken Limb Upheld By the Light

I rocked back and forth as the sun broke
out in an opening of clouds.
A cloud crack. A rift. A pain.
Two weeks of overcast skies and drizzle
mixed with hard rains. Damp
into bones. Mildew. Mist.
There it is.
There it is.
Love on the line
in this delicate
balancing, a piece—
can we possibly reconstruct
how it happened?
A piece of this tree
—a walnut, black—
had fallen. It landed not
on the earth but was so
precariously balanced
on a light pole's glass lamp.
Nothing shattered. You. Me. The wind

5-27-1647 5-27-1647 5-27-1647

_______________________________

the wind makes a quivering,
it runs through us.
It moves us. Within. And out.
We may balance in darkness,
we may balance on the light.
We may. Or might.
Yes all that happens.
And more. And more.
And yet. There
precisely and specifically so
even as it must be
as the broken limb does fall.

11-14-1996 11-14-1996 11-19-1996

________________________________
The End of Poetry
And the End of Time
I should have included that
in the poem’s title. No one
or maybe two or maybe one
but this is the language
we are stuck with. No one
reads it. And for certain
no one heads it. And who
should afterall listen
to any poet?
There are leeches in the slack water
of the river that flows this river
that I see from the cottage porch
which as I said I built with my son
and friends. And John, John Kelley,
let me name him for he is gone
but not forgotten not as long we
who loved him so remain, John, Csaba
the only one from those days when
the simplest of acts was to oppose
the Vietnam war. Csaba Polony exiled
from the invasion of Hungary in 56.
Mac, Maurice McCrackin who married
me with Barbara, and that other
Barbara Mor, who like Ken Warren,
my literary companion of forty years and more.

11-19-1996 11-19-1996 11-19-1996

_______________________________
Who now is left (and who is right)?
Not Karl Young, for he too died
and it was, let me say it clearly
and more clear than any prose,
he died from Republican policies.
Thomas Rain Crowe, Bob Buckeye
from those Deertrack Days
with Ted Enslin, and now
an ocean away Chris Barron
who I will never meet, she
would have loved being with us
when Ken, Bob, Roy Skodnick, and I
visited Meridel in New York City.
Meridel, she refused to be photographed
in front of the Rockerfeller Center, but accepted
graciously the Dell Comics Wonder Woman Award
and spit & shit (metaphors) on
Henry Kissinger. I’ve never been
so gracious and so kind.
It is not the time.
Time heals no wounds.
Like I have said before
in a violent but more gentle time
time heals no wounds
the wound is time.

Printed this late Autumn day in the year 2018,
listening and wondering if there is a better
poem than James McMurtry’s song “Ruby and
Carlos”. Or better lines than in his “Carlisle’s
Haul” : “We gather round and we hold out hope /
‘Cause at the end of the rope there’s a little
more rope”. And as I type this, anticipating rain
from the Florence storm, I see that those two
songs are one, joined as they are with the steep
& slippery slope.
This type for the body text for this little book is
Century Schoolbook. According to Wikipedia,
“Century Schoolbook is familiar to many in
North America as being the typeface with which
many first learned to read.”— JFN.

